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The dialogue convened some 60 
senior government officials, NGOs, 
academics and business leaders to 
share perspectives and co-create 
regional sustainability priorities for 
the year ahead. 

Ehab Abou-Oaf, regional president 
Asia-Australia, Middle East & Africa 
for Mars Wrigley Confectionery set 
the scene on why Asia Pacific is a 
critical focus region for the compa-
ny’s sustainability efforts. 

Noting that a number of the com-
pany’s key raw materials are 
sourced here, the firm wants to 
“influence and engage from the 
grassroots upwards—from the land, 
to the farmer, to the store where 
products are sold”, he explained to 
participants. 

“It is an exciting opportunity to 

On November 22nd, Mars 
Wrigley unveiled its Sustain-
able in a Generation plan for 

Asia Pacific that will accelerate its 
efforts in traceable palm oil sourc-
ing, training for cocoa farmers, and 
the development of inclusive 
business models in the region.

Its ambitious US$1 billion plan, first 
announced in September during 
the United Nations General Assem-
bly Week and Climate Week in New 
York, aligns with the 17 Sustainable 
Development Goals adopted by the 
global community in 2015.

The confectioner behind 
well-known brands such as Snick-
ers and M&Ms hosted its first-ever 
Asia Pacific stakeholder dialogue 
on the sidelines of the Responsible 
Business Forum on Sustainable 
Development at Marina Bay Sands. 

influence the sustainability agenda 
across the entire supply chain and 
make immediate, broad changes for 
the communities in which we 
operate,” said Abou-Oaf. 

In her welcome remarks, moderator 
of the event, Jessica Cheam, 
Managing Editor of Eco-Business, 
cited a quote from Completing 
Capitalism: Heal Business to Heal 
the World wri�en by Mars chief 
economist Bruno Roche and Jay 
Jakub at Catalyst, Mars' in-house 
thinktank.

“Every few decades, it is time to 
rewrite the rules about what 
generates value for a business. We 
believe we are now at another such 
historical juncture, where systemic 
change is on our doorstep and the 
rewriting of the rules for business 
must urgently begin,” they wrote.
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Cheam noted that this encapsulat-
ed the spirit of Mars’ first stakehold-
er dialogue, which sought to explore 
how to rewrite the rules of business 
so that businesses can achieve both 
social and environmental outcomes 
while remaining profitable. 

The dialogue focused on three key 
topics —  palm oil, cocoa and 
inclusive business –  and Mars 
experts in these areas shared their 
sustainability plans and progress 
under the pillars of its Sustainable in 
a Generation Plan, “healthy planet,” 
“thriving people,” and “nourishing 
wellbeing” with local stakeholders. 
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David Pendlington, senior manager, 
sustainable sourcing for chocolate, 
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es in achieving 99 per cent tracea-
bility of palm oil supplies to mill 
level in the first half of 2017. 

The company has also introduced a 
supplier scorecard, which 
integrates sustainability policies 
into the global tender process. 
These initiatives are part of a wider 
effort to transform palm oil produc-
tion, reduce environmental impact, 
and streamline the palm oil supply 
chain, he said.
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Right
Ehab Abou-Oaf, regional president 

Asia-Australia, Middle East & Africa for 
Mars Wrigley Confectionery, speaking 

at the dialogue, explains why Asia 
Pacific is a critical focus region for the 

company’s sustainability efforts.
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Cheam noted that this encapsulat-
ed the spirit of Mars’ first stakehold-
er dialogue, which sought to explore 
how to rewrite the rules of business 
so that businesses can achieve both 
social and environmental outcomes 
while remaining profitable. 

The dialogue focused on three key 
topics —  palm oil, cocoa and 
inclusive business –  and Mars 
experts in these areas shared their 
sustainability plans and progress 
under the pillars of its Sustainable in 
a Generation Plan, “healthy planet,” 
“thriving people,” and “nourishing 
wellbeing” with local stakeholders. 

Fay Fay Choo, Asia cocoa director 
for Mars, reported on the progress of 
its advanced cacao research centre 
in Indonesia and shared details on 
the company’s cocoa doctors 
programme in Indonesia, an initia-
tive that works with local farmers to 
increase cocoa yield and reduce 
land usage. So far, farmers in Sulaw-
esi have seen improved yields by 70 
per cent through this programme. 

Clara Shen, Mars Catalyst director, 
emerging markets, shared Mars’ 
experience in developing inclusive 
business models in Africa and the 
Philippines. 

The participants then chose to focus 
on one topic among the three for a 
deeper discussion centred around 
one key question for each group, 
with prompt cards helping to trigger 
some thoughts on the sustainability 
challenges and solutions.
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Above
The Mars and Eco-Business team at 
the inaugural Mars stakeholder 
dialogue held on 21 November at 
Marina Bay Sands.

Below
The stakeholder dialogue was held 
on the sidelines of the Responsible 
Business Forum on Sustainable 
Development. 
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How do you foster trust in the palm oil supply chain?

Not only is connecting with the Indone-
sian and Malaysian governments at the 
right levels key to engendering trust, 
ge�ing to know and helping individual 
smallholder farmers will help, it was 
suggested at the workshop.

“What we want to do as a business 
is to frame the conversation such 
that by working together [with 
government] we can make a differ-
ence to the livelihoods in the 
landscape that we rely on. By doing 
that, we can address challenges 
such as deforestation and human 
rights,” said Pendlington.

As a relative latecomer to the 
sustainable palm oil debate, Mars 
has the opportunity to make a 
difference as a company that lacks 
the "baggage" of other stakeholders 
in an industry that has suffered 
serious reputational damage, it 
emerged during the workshop.

“Being new and anonymous in the 
palm oil conversation, we could play 
an interesting role," said Pendling-

Government engagement is the 
biggest challenge for the palm oil 
sector, it emerged at the workshop, 
where ideas were proposed for 
how the company can foster a 
deeper sense of trust in the palm 
oil supply chain.

For a large consumer goods firm, 
Mars uses a relatively small amount 
of palm oil—80,000 tonnes a year or 
about 0.1 per cent of global supply. 
The company has bought only 
certified oil through the Roundtable 
on Sustainable Palm Oil since 2013, 
and in 2014 embarked on a sustain-
able palm policy to ensure its 
supply chain is free from deforesta-
tion and human rights abuses.

The company now says that 99 per 
cent of the oil it uses can be traced 
back to the mill, and 40 per cent to 
the plantation where it is grown. 
However, despite the industry's 
efforts, major consumer firms are 
still being linked to deforestation 
through its suppliers in Indonesia, 
noted participants.

ton. "We could be an enthusiastic 
follower. We could really make a 
difference by saying: 'We just want 
to do the right thing.'”

Working closely with other industry 
players emerged as an idea to 
tackle the industry's problems. A 
representative from Neste, the 
world's largest producer of renewa-
ble diesel, tabled the idea of "creat-
ing coalitions for scale" that would 
help manage the areas where Mars 
operates at the landscape level.

Certification was the final issue 
debated at the workshop. Partici-
pants called for a unified way to talk 
about palm oil issues, and questioned 
the effectiveness of certification.

"There's a debate about certifica-
tion and whether it makes a differ-
ence," said Penglington. "But there 
will always be a role for certification. 
It's not the only role, but it shouldn't 
be forgo�en. And as we talk about 
how to make a difference, there's 
room for one voice to explain it all."

Palm Oil
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Government engagement is the 
biggest challenge for the palm oil 
sector, it emerged at the workshop, 
where ideas were proposed for 
how the company can foster a 
deeper sense of trust in the palm 
oil supply chain.

For a large consumer goods firm, 
Mars uses a relatively small amount 
of palm oil—80,000 tonnes a year or 
about 0.1 per cent of global supply. 
The company has bought only 
certified oil through the Roundtable 
on Sustainable Palm Oil since 2013, 
and in 2014 embarked on a sustain-
able palm policy to ensure its 
supply chain is free from deforesta-
tion and human rights abuses.

The company now says that 99 per 
cent of the oil it uses can be traced 
back to the mill, and 40 per cent to 
the plantation where it is grown. 
However, despite the industry's 
efforts, major consumer firms are 
still being linked to deforestation 
through its suppliers in Indonesia, 
noted participants. View of palm oil plantation in Cigudeg, Bogor courtesy of Wikipedia / CC BY



How can the transition to a sustainable cocoa industry be 
accelerated through collaboration?

more on less land. To date, farmers in 
Sulawesi, Indonesia have improved 
yields by 70 per cent through Mars’ 
programmes. The company has 
trained 120 cocoa doctors in South 
Sulawesi who now deliver guidance 
and coaching to 12,000 farmers in 
their villages directly.
 
In 2016, more than 50 per cent of the 
cocoa used by Mars Wrigley came 
from certified sources. By 2020, the 
goal is the have 100 per cent of 
cocoa from certified sources.

In November, Mars also announced 
that it will establish its second 

Currently, Mars sources about half of 
its cocoa — the main ingredient in 
chocolate — from certified sustaina-
ble farmers. But the company aims 
to increase that proportion to 100 
per cent by 2020, and earlier this 
month, along with members of the 
World Cocoa Foundation, commi�ed 
to no further forest clearing for 
cocoa plantations at the UN Climate 
Change Conference in Bonn.
 
The company’s main cocoa sustaina-
bility project in Asia is in Indonesia, 
the world’s third largest cocoa 
producer, where it trains farmers to 
be “cocoa doctors”, skilled at growing 

advanced cocoa 95 ha research 
centre in Pangkep District, South 
Sulawesi at an investment of US$4 
million. Its goal is to increase cocoa 
yields from less than 1 tonne per ha 
globally to more than 3 tonnes per ha, 
and help to develop be�er production 
methodologies and farmer practices.

The company noted that globally, 40 
per cent of cocoa production is lost 
to pest, disease, and poor farming 
practices. Its research centres seek 
to help turn this situation around.
 
At the stakeholder workshop, Fay 
Fay Choo, Asia cocoa director for 

Cocoa
Cocoa beans in cracked open cacao pods courtesy of Mars
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Mars, said that her company was 
open to working with other parties 
on ways to address specifically the 
soil depletion issue in Indonesia. 
The right kind of fertiliser is needed 
to increase cocoa yields and this in 
turn will require financial support 
for farmers.

Financing is out of reach for many 
farmers in Indonesia, noted partici-
pants in the cocoa group, who 
suggested that technologies such as 
blockchain could help bring greater 
transparency to the supply chain, 
and “enable us to bring farmers 
closer to the banks.”

Crop diversity — persuading farmers 
to grow crops other than cocoa — 
was another idea mooted at the 
workshop to boost the resilience of 
farmers and halt deforestation. 
“Farmer resilience and boosting 
income per hectare will require a 
diversified allocation of crops, even 
within a single hectare---it can be 
done,” said Choo.

The biggest challenge in transform-
ing its cocoa business, agreed the 
participants, is how to engage with 
government, particularly in Indone-
sia, where a highly decentralised 
structure makes working with the 
authorities difficult.

“How can we as one industry voice 
engage the government on the 
issues where we can work together 
in support, to make sure we are 
able to be�er reach farmers?” 
asked Choo.

On this question, participants agreed 
that industry associations and 
platforms will be a good way to 
consolidate efforts by different 
companies on engaging the govern-
ment on specific issues.

The biggest challenge in transforming its 
cocoa business, agreed the participants, is 
how to engage with government, 
particularly in Indonesia, where a highly 
decentralised structure makes working 
with the authorities difficult.



was another idea to measure 
progress and integrate people into a 
formal distribution system.

Multi-stakeholder working groups 
involving other companies could 
help move projects forward quicker, 
she added. “Multiple perspectives 
are a good thing,” she said. “Togeth-
er, we can help each other move 
projects forward that are stuck.”

Inclusive Business

income while generating more than 
US$7 million in sales, representing 
nearly 15 per cent of total sales in 
the region.

A similar project has been rolled out 
in Manila, where a pilot programme 
recruited 350 micro-entrepreneurs 
generating sales of US$450,000 and 
demonstrated positive effects on 
the wages, savings and well-being of 
local communities.
 
Mars has plans to launch similar 
programmes in China and India.
Identifying the right people—a 
trusted middleman—to strike 
relationships in poor areas is a key 
challenge to se�ing up a viable 
business, said Clara Shen, director, 
emerging markets for Mars Catalyst.

So is aligning goals between corpo-
rates and non-government organisa-
tions, she noted. “There should be 
common goals—even though both 
sides probably won’t agree on 
everything, and how it should be 
done.”

A commitment to delivering a 
business inclusion project to ‘the 
last mile’ in an underprivileged area 
means that Mars should consider 
providing the infrastructure that 
would enable the project, Shen said. 
Using data collected from vendors 

The third workshop group explored 
how Mars can create new 
go-to-market strategies while 
tackling poverty in Africa and the 
Philippines.

The company’s internal thinktank 
Catalyst launched in 2009 the 
‘Economics of mutuality’ concept, 
which is the principle of creating 
mutual benefit with consumers, 
suppliers and distributors.

Developed in partnership with the 
University of Oxford's Said Business 
School, the business model oper-
ates on the belief that companies 
operating with mutuality at the core 
are stronger and more sustainable.

One example of Mars' ambition to be 
the world's "most mutual company" 
is the Maua project in East Africa.

Consumers in city slums and the 
countryside—areas that lack 
infrastructure and investment—are 
difficult to reach through traditional 
channels, so Mars partnered with 
micro-entrepreneurs living in these 
areas, people who are known and 
accepted by local communities, to 
act as sales agents.

The programme has so far recruited 
750 micro-entrepreneurs in Kenya, 
providing them with a stream of 
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Identifying the right 
people—a trusted 
middleman—to 
strike relationships 
in poor areas is a 
key challenge to 
se�ing up a viable 
business

How can we create effective partnerships 
for inclusive business?
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Conclusion

outside of its usual sphere of 
influence—a working principle the 
company calls “uncommon collab-
oration”—to get results faster.

“We can achieve a snowball effect 
by telling people what we’re 
doing,” he said of the US$1 billion 
five-year plan — the boldest 
sustainability effort in the private 
company’s 106-year history.

“Let’s stay optimistic, and believe 
that when small efforts add up 
they help us deliver against big 
objectives… We are determined to 
get there, but we need your help. 
It’s time to embrace a sense of 
urgency,” he said.

n summarising the workshop, 
Abou-Oaf noted that stepping 
on the accelerator of Mars’ 

sustainability efforts would require 
all parties to "spread the word".

Abou-Oaf acknowledged that while 
Mars has been actively pursuing a 
sustainability agenda around the 
company's core values of responsi-
bility, mutuality, efficiency, quality 
and freedom for the last 10 years, 
the company has been later to 
talking about its efforts than some 
of its competitors.

But now he said the firm is keen to 
communicate its sustainability 
efforts and engage with partners 
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